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John Laurence covered the Vietnam War during three tours for America's CBS News Network. He was just
25 when he first went to Vietnam in 1965.

He became to believe that the War was impossible to win but he was drawn to covering it.

He blames the incentives that the military had in place for officers that caused the inflated body counts and
other faux news to be funneled to the press. That's how officers were judged.

He said it's the job of the press to try to get as much of the truth,
"we don't always get it right" but to get it back to "the citizens who through the electoral process decide
whether or not we go to war." If the press fails then we could be drawn into another "ill founded war."

"A well informed citizenry is the best protection," from stumbling into another Vietnam, he said.
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I look like I'm reading a note sighs all right fine [Music] John in your opinion why did that story not break in
Vietnam why didn't the reporters out there discovery because on the day that it occurred or the following day
the Mac V communique released in Saigon reported a significant - company contact in which 124 VC were
killed in action and went on to describe the tactics used and all the rest Mac V and Saigon got it wrong
because lieutenant Calley had reported to his battalion commander that he had killed enemy troops not
women and babies and old men and the rest and that's the point that needs to be made that there was an
inherent fundamental flaw in the whole military reporting system at every level from company to battalion to
Brigade to division and then down the line to headquarters in Saigon people were trying to make themselves
look better get their careers advanced report huge inflated body counts and as a result getting the wrong
information and untruthful information in many cases to the press did you find that your enthusiasm for that
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assignment out there began to wane after a while you get sick of it I did I did three tours there and at the end
of each one I was physically sick ready to go home I did go what about going back how did you get up and
nerve to go back time heals all wounds as we say and that was the case the war kept going on and I felt an
obligation and a responsibility
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felt an obligation and a responsibility to keep reporting it it it has been said that television by showing the
terribleness of war has brought about a condition that would make it quite impossible to to sell another war
like Vietnam to the American public what's your reaction today I don't think that the television coverage of the
Vietnam War had that much influence on the American public it it may in some cases have reinforced
people's set beliefs whether they were for the war or against the war I think that the numbers of casualties
that the American military suffered in Vietnam had more to do with changing public opinion and now so close
to the end of the Vietnam War it probably would be difficult to launch another war like Vietnam when people
remember just what it cost in blood and money and sweat the last time I've heard it said that television
trivialized the war that because the sort of work that you were doing your stories your reports that came in
were interspersed between commercials that somebody tried to sell something and they cut back to the
Vietnamese war go back to another commercial little later on and they did go on to another story that you
became a form of entertainment that is the war your reports were a form of entertainment would you agree
well it wasn't entertainment for us Clete I know that very serious business and we may not as journalists
always appreciate the form that our reports are used in on the air but it's the nature of the beast and and
that's what pays the salaries for the reporters who go and the camera crews and the whole apparatus of
network television the I'd be biting the hand that feeds me if I agree the the free press in a democracy do you
believe that it makes it
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do you believe that it makes it impossible for another war to occur no I don't I think a well informed citizenry
is the best protection for a misjudged or ill-founded war that's our job to do to try to get as much of the truth
we don't always get it right back to the American citizens who through the electoral process decide whether
or not to go to war I recall in World War two and in Korea we had passed everything through the censors and
Korea had go through the Australian censors and they had to go through the US UN censors but in Vietnam
you had none of that that's true right no direct censorship correct what kind of censorship that was one that
was what maintained by the government by the army by not telling you things was that it yes the absence of
information was the major form of censorship there was also self-censorship by the journalists involved we
didn't report troop movements advance plans intelligence that we may have discovered there was
censorship at the Home Office by editing scripts are not putting pieces on the air if the editors didn't believe
that it was true and there was a most subtle kind of censorship exercised by the military in refusing to provide
transportation to certain events that they didn't want covered such as disastrous battles such as the British
did in the battle in Falklands they kept the correspondents out of their right they took them but only the British
is that right the the censorship by the British in the Falklands War was far more comprehensive than the
censorship in Vietnam it was direct it existed on many levels only a limited number of reporters were allowed
to go they were denied access to the front lines in the Falklands and their material was censored at every
step of the way it was the most dictatorial censorship exercised by a Western democratic country in 40 years
do you think that's a forecast of what we might see in some future conflict that's being debated now
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that's being debated now in the international community not just in Britain but in United States as you know in
the Middle East in parts of Africa and the decisions will be made by elected governments as Wars occur let's
hope they don't cleat but and let's hope that if they do censorship will not be imposed it's the end of the tape
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